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LetMn(K)be the ring of alln×nmatrices over afieldK.Wedescribe
additive maps G : Mn(K) → Mn(K) such that G(x)x = xG(x) for
all invertible (singular) x ∈ Mn(K).
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The study of (linear) preserver problems on subsets of matrices remains an active research area
for decades. In particular many important results in this area hold for subsets of matrices that are not
closed under addition such as invertible matrices, singular matrices, matrices of rank one, etc (see the
survey paper [4] for details). The theory of functional identities [3] is a relatively new subject and to
the best of our knowledge all the results in this theory have been obtained so far only for the sets
closed under addition. The purpose of this short note is to show on the test example of a commuting
map on invertible (singular) matrices how results on functional identities can be extended to the sets
that are not closed under addition.
We start with commuting maps on the set of singular matrices.
Theorem 1. Let K be a field, and let n > 1 be a natural number. Let Mn(K) be the ring of all n × n
matrices over K with center Z = K · I, where I is the identity matrix. Let G : Mn(K) → Mn(K) be an
additive map such that
G(x)x = xG(x), for all singular x ∈ Mn(K). (1)
Then there exist an element λ ∈ Z and an additive map μ : Mn(K) → Z such that
G(x) = λx + μ(x), for all x ∈ Mn(K).
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Proof. Let z,w ∈ Z be central elements. Observe that zeij is singular for all choices of i, j. Besides,
zeij + wekl is singular for all i, j, k, l ∈ {1, . . . , n} when n  3. Thus, using (1) and additivity of G we
see that:
G(zeij)zeij = zeijG(zeij), (2)
G(zeij)wekl + G(wekl)zeij = zeijG(wekl) + weklG(zeij), if n  3, (3)
for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and z,w ∈ Z.
Our goal is to show that (3) also holds when n = 2. First, observe that zeii + weip, and zeii + wepi
are singular when p = i. Using (1), (2) and the additivity of G we have:
G(zeii)weip + G(weip)zeii = zeiiG(weip) + weipG(zeii), if p = i. (4)
The next step is to examine the entries of matrices G(ze11) and G(ze22). It follows from (2) that
0 = G(ze11)ze11 · e22 = ze11G(ze11) · e22, and e22 · G(ze11)ze11 = e22 · ze11G(ze11) = 0. Hence,
e11G(ze11)e22 = e22G(ze11)e11 = 0 and so G(ze11) = e11G(ze11)e11 + e22G(ze11)e22. Similarly,
G(ze22) = e11G(ze22)e11 + e22G(ze22)e22. This last relation tells us that G(e11) (respectively G(e22))
and ze22 (respectively ze11) commute. It means that (3) holds for i = j = 1, and k = l = 2. More
precisely, we obtained:
G(ze11)we22 + G(we22)ze11 = ze11G(we22) + we22G(ze11). (5)
LetA = ze11+we12+ze21+we22. SinceA is singular,weobtainapplying (1), (2), (4) and (5) together that
G(we12)ze21 + G(ze21)we12 = we12G(ze21) + ze21G(we12). Hence, (3) holds when n = 2. Therefore,
(3) holds for all n.
Writing any matrix x ∈ Mn(K) as the sum of its matrix entries xijeij we can conclude from (2)
and (3) that G(x)x = xG(x) for all x ∈ Mn(K). The desired result follows now from the well-known
theoremon commutingmaps due to Brešar (see the original paper [1], or the survey paper [2, Corollary
3.3], or the book [3, Corollary 5.28]). 
Our next goal is to study commuting maps on the set of invertible matrices. We start with an
auxiliary result.
Proposition 2. Let K be a field of cardinality |K| > 2 and let Mn(K) be the ring of all n × n matrices
overKwith center Z = K · I, where I is the identity matrix. Let G : Mn(K) → Mn(K) be an additive map
such that
G(x)x = xG(x), for all invertible x ∈ Mn(K). (6)
Then G(z) ∈ Z for all z ∈ Z.
Proof. Let z ∈ Z be any nonzero central element and eij , i = j, be any non-diagonal matrix unit. Note
that I+ eij is invertible. Since |K| > 2 there exists a nonzero element kij ∈ K such that u = kij(I+ eij)
and v = z+u = z+kij(I+eij) are invertible. It follows from (6) thatG(z+u)(z+u) = (z+u)G(z+u),
G(u)u = uG(u) andG(z)z = zG(z), so the additivity ofG yieldsG(z)u+G(u)z = uG(z)+zG(u). Since z
is central,wegetG(z)u = uG(z)andtaking intoaccount thatu = kij(I+eij)with invertiblekijweobtain
G(z)eij = eijG(z) for all eij with i = j, or using the commutator form [G(z), eij] = G(z)eij−eijG(z) = 0.
Note that [G(z), eii] = [G(z), eijeji] = [G(z), eij]eji+eij[G(z), eji] = 0. ThereforeG(z) commuteswith
all matrix units and must be a central element. 
In case when the field K contains enough elements the description of commuting maps on the
set of invertible elements can be obtained almost immediately. We state it separately as it covers the
important cases of fields of characteristic zero.
Remark. LetK be a field of cardinality |K| > n ≥ 2 and letMn(K) be the ring of all n × nmatrices
overKwith center Z = K · I, where I is the identity matrix. Let G : Mn(K) → Mn(K) be an additive
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map such that
G(x)x = xG(x), for all invertible x ∈ Mn(K). (7)
Then there exist an element λ ∈ Z and an additive map μ : Mn(K) → Z such that
G(x) = λx + μ(x), for all x ∈ Mn(K).
Proof. Let x ∈ Mn(K) be arbitrary. Since |K| > n, there exists a central element z such that z + x
is invertible. By (7) we have G(z + x)(z + x) = (z + x)G(z + x). Using the additivity of map G and
the Proposition 2 that says that G(z) ∈ Z , we get that G(x)x = xG(x) for all x ∈ Mn(K). The above
mentioned Brešar’s Theorem [1] completes the proof. 
We now prove a more general result assuming only that |K| > 2.
Theorem 3. Let K be a field of cardinality |K| > 2, and let n > 1 be a natural number. Let Mn(K)
be the ring of all n × n matrices over K with center Z = K · I, where I is the identity matrix. Let
G : Mn(K) → Mn(K) be an additive map such that
G(x)x = xG(x), for all invertible x ∈ Mn(K). (8)
Then there exist an element λ ∈ Z and an additive map μ : Mn(K) → Z such that
G(x) = λx + μ(x), for all x ∈ Mn(K). (9)
Proof. Let z ∈ Z. Since, |K| > 2 there exists a nonzero element a = a(z) ∈ K such that zeij + aI is
invertible. It follows from (8) that G(zeij + aI)(zeij + aI) = (zeij + aI)G(zeij + aI), so the additivity of
G and Proposition 2 tells us that
G(zeij)zeij = zeijG(zeij), for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and z ∈ Z. (10)
Let i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. First, let us assume that i = j. Once again, since |K| > 2 there exists a
nonzero element a = a(z,w) ∈ K such that (zeij + wekl) + aI is invertible. It follows from (8) that
G(zeij +wekl + aI)(zeij +wekl + aI) = (zeij +wekl + aI)G(zeij +wekl + aI). Using (10), the additivity
of G and Proposition 2, we see that:
G(zeij)wekl + G(wekl)zeij = zeijG(wekl) + weklG(zeij), (11)
for all k, l ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and for all z,w ∈ Z. Now, we want to show that the above equation holds
when i = j. Note that there is nothing to be proved in the case that k = l. So, we can assume without
loss of generality that k = l, and k = i. By the same argument that we have used before, we see that
G(zeii + wekk)(zeii + wekk) = (zeii + wekk)G(zeii + wekk) if |K|  4. From (10), and additivity of G,
we see that (11) holds when i = j, and |K|  4.
It remains to cover the case when |K| = 3. Observe that G(eii + ekk)(eii + ekk) = (eii + ekk)G(eii +
ekk). Hence,
G(eii)ekk + G(ekk)eii = eiiG(ekk) + ekkG(eii). (12)
On the other hand, G(zx) = zG(x) for all x ∈ Mn(K), and z ∈ Z , when K = Z3. Thus, if we multiply
both sides of the above equation by zw, where z,w ∈ Z , we get that G(zeii)wekk + G(wekk)zeii =
zeiiG(wekk) + wekkG(zeii). Then, finally we can conclude that
G(zeij)wekl + G(wekl)zeij = zeijG(wekl) + weklG(zeij), (13)
for all i, j, k, l ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and for all z,w ∈ Z. Therefore, G(x)x = xG(x) for all x ∈ Mn(K), since
G is additive andMn(K) is additively generated by zeij . The result follows now from Brešar’s Theorem
[1]. 
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It is interesting to note that the technical condition on the cardinality ofK is necessary in the case
of the Theorem 3.
Example 1. LetK = Z2 be a field of two elements. Then the set of all invertible matrices of M2(K)
consists of six elements:
A1 =
⎛
⎝ 1 0
0 1
⎞
⎠ , A2 =
⎛
⎝ 1 1
0 1
⎞
⎠ , A3 =
⎛
⎝ 1 0
1 1
⎞
⎠ ,
A4 =
⎛
⎝ 0 1
1 0
⎞
⎠ , A5 =
⎛
⎝ 1 1
1 0
⎞
⎠ , and A6 =
⎛
⎝ 0 1
1 1
⎞
⎠ .
Note that A1, A2, A3 and A5 additively generate M2(K). We define G(A1) = G(A5) = A5 and
G(A2) = G(A3) = 0, so we get G(A4) = G(A2 + A3) = 0 and G(A6) = G(A1 + A5) = 0. Clearly, G is
commuting on invertible elements ofM2(K), so it satisfies (8), but it is not of the form (9) as it maps
the identity element A1 to a noncentral element A5.
Let us conclude with an easy corollary, just to illustrate how Theorem 3 can be applied to some
Linear Algebra questions.
Corollary 4. Let K be a field of cardinality |K| > 2, and let n > 1 be a natural number. Let Mn(K)
be the ring of all n × n matrices over K with center Z = K · I, where I is the identity matrix. Let
G : Mn(K) → Mn(K) be an additivemap such that for every inner automorphismϕ : Mn(K) → Mn(K),
the maps G and ϕ commute, that is G(ϕ(x)) = ϕ(G(x)) for all x ∈ Mn(K). Then there exist an element
λ ∈ Z and an additive map μ : Mn(K) → Z such that
G(x) = λx + μ(x), for all x ∈ Mn(K).
Proof. Note that for every invertible matrix y we have G(y−1xy) = y−1G(x)y for all x ∈ Mn(K). In
particular, taking x = y, we obtain G(y−1yy) = G(y) = y−1G(y)y, or yG(y) = G(y)y for all invertible
y ∈ Mn(K). Now Theorem 3 completes the proof. 
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